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New study suggests: The conversion of forests into agricultural land accelerates cli-

mate change (photo: Dr Anita Bayer, KIT/IMK-IFU) 

Plants absorb some of the carbon dioxide (CO2) released into the 

atmosphere by burning fossil fuels. But increasing deforestation 

and other changes in land use will reduce the CO2 absorption 

capacity of these areas in the future. This is what a study by cli-

mate researchers from Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) 

suggests. Their results are now published in Environmental Re-

search Letters. 

Climate change is heavily related to the increase of CO2 in the atmos-

phere. During photosynthesis, plants absorb some of the industrial 

CO2 emissions from the atmosphere, making them contribute signifi-

cantly to climate protection. “The CO2 increase in the atmosphere is 

currently lower than to be expected from anthropogenic emissions,” 

says Professor Almut Arneth from the Institute of Meteorology and 

Climate Research – Atmospheric Environmental Research (IMK-IFU) 

at KIT Campus Alpin in Garmisch-Partenkirchen. 20 to 25 percent of 

the CO2 released by humans into the atmosphere is currently being 

absorbed by plants. “This effect curbs climate change; without it 

global warming would have progressed further by now,” the scientist 

Expansion of agricultural land reduces CO2 absorption 

Study about the impact of changes in land use on the concentration of carbon dioxide in the 

atmosphere – publication in Environmental Research Letters 
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says. “The question is whether it will stay this way in the next few 

decades.”  

A research group led by Arneth and Dr Benjamin Quesada at IMK-

IFU has dealt with the impact of changes in land use on the expected 

concentration of carbon dioxide – in other words CO2 projection – in 

the earth's atmosphere. Their study titled “Potential strong contribu-

tion of future anthropogenic land-use and land-cover change to the 

terrestrial carbon cycle” published in Environmental Research Letters 

shows that changes in land use have a significant impact on future 

CO2 absorption from the atmosphere. 

If forests are cut down in favor of arable land and pasture land, it re-

duces the capacity of plants and soil to take up CO2. “The wood in a 

forest can store more CO2 than corn for example,” explains Arneth 

who in her research deals with the interaction between the atmos-

phere, plants and soil. If deforestation were to continue, it could even 

be expected that large parts of the tropics will change from a CO2 

basin – which absorbs more CO2 than it releases – to a CO2 source. 

Researchers at KIT have summarized the results of five common cli-

mate models and looked at seven variables for 25 world regions to 

better understand the extent to which different changes in land use 

have an impact on CO2 storage in vegetation, and as a result on the 

concentration in the atmosphere. The scenarios differ, for example, 

in how much leaf area there is in relation to soil area, how much the 

relevant plants grow, and how long a plant grows before it dies and 

releases CO2 into the atmosphere. All the models were fed with the 

same assumptions to limit model-related uncertainties through the 

summary and detailed systematic analysis of the results. This makes 

the study more significant than previous investigations which were 

based only on individual models. “We have shown how important it is 

to include the expansion of agricultural land in climate projections and 

to adapt the models; there is still a lot of room for improvement,” says 

the environmental researcher. “This study confirms how important it 

is to work toward ensuring that deforestation in the tropics and glob-

ally is reduced or stopped,” says Arneth. 

Original publication 

Benjamin Quesada, Almut Arneth, Eddy Robertson and Nathalie de 

Noblet: Potential strong contribution of future anthropogenic land-

use and land-cover change to the terrestrial carbon cycle.  Environ-

mental Research Letters, 2018. http://iopscience.iop.org/arti-

cle/10.1088/1748-9326/aac4c3/meta 
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More information on the KIT Climate and Environment Center: 

http://www.klima-umwelt.kit.edu  

As “the Research University in the Helmholtz Association”, KIT 

creates and conveys knowledge for society and the environ-

ment. The aim is to make significant contributions to global chal-

lenges in the fields of energy, mobility and information. To 

achieve this, around 9,300 employees are working together on a 

broad disciplinary basis in natural sciences, engineering, eco-

nomics, humanities and social sciences. KIT offers research-ori-

ented studies to prepare its 25,500 students for responsible 

tasks in society, economy and science. Innovations at KIT bridge 

the gap between knowledge and application for the benefit of so-

ciety, economic prosperity and the preservation of our natural 

resources. 

 

This press release is available on the internet at 

www.sek.kit.edu/presse.php 

The photo of print quality can be downloaded at www.kit.edu or re-

quested by mail to presse@kit.edu or by phone at +49 721 608-4 

7414. The photo may be used exclusively in the context given above.  
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